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            		PONTOONS

                	
                    	                    	Whether you've got a 14' mini-toon or a whopping 28' long tri-toon weighing up to 6800 pounds, EZ Loader has you covered! EZ Loader has 21 different pontoon trailers to choose from. Available in aluminum, galvanized or our new silver-black textured powder coat, with options and accessories to fit every need. EZ Loader is how the pontoon world gets to the water!
                    

                    TRAILER SPECIFICATIONS 

                    AVAILABLE FEATURES 

                    BLACK/SILVER TEXTURED POWDER-COATED FINISH 
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EZ Loader World Headquarters

717 N Hamilton

Spokane, WA 99202-2044

(509) 489-0181 (800) 398-5623
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                Find and buy EZ Adjustable anywhere. We have 26 distribution centers worldwide.
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                Our surface coats are the best in the business...from power-coated, galvanized, aluminum type trailer finishes to our custom wet/liquid painted urethane coating paint applications, galvanized, and aluminum polyurea "Tuff Coated" finishes on welded frames.
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                Our own patented self-adjusting roller system with pivoting rear cross member for an EZ Loading capability. None better.
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                We engineer our own.The EZ Loader family owns and operates a premier, state of the art galvanizing facility, using our proprietary high grade zinc formula, producing the brightest and richest finish for the best quality.
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                Patented aluminum extrusions with an extra pocket to protect the wiring and brake lines in a non-corrosive environment.  This lends itself to the smoothest finish available in the market.
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                For many years, I Beam construction has been the standard marine manufactured finish for trailers in marine environments where corrosion is a major factor in longevity, strength and integrity.
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